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Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump 

as Presidentas Presidentas Presidentas President

What is needed to make What is needed to make What is needed to make What is needed to make 

America great America great America great America great ““““againagainagainagain””””????



When did America stop being the When did America stop being the When did America stop being the When did America stop being the 

Greatest, let alone Great?Greatest, let alone Great?Greatest, let alone Great?Greatest, let alone Great?



The The The The ““““ProblemProblemProblemProblem””””

is the looming is the looming is the looming is the looming 

long term long term long term long term 

decline in decline in decline in decline in 

relative relative relative relative 

greatness greatness greatness greatness 

which has which has which has which has 

spawned an spawned an spawned an spawned an 

endendendend----times times times times 

mentality.mentality.mentality.mentality.



Major Flashpoints As Russia & China push the envelopeMajor Flashpoints As Russia & China push the envelopeMajor Flashpoints As Russia & China push the envelopeMajor Flashpoints As Russia & China push the envelope



The attack on globalized trade is a red herring. The real probleThe attack on globalized trade is a red herring. The real probleThe attack on globalized trade is a red herring. The real probleThe attack on globalized trade is a red herring. The real problem is the Rise of the m is the Rise of the m is the Rise of the m is the Rise of the 

Machine Age. The great exodus of manufacturing jobs overseas is Machine Age. The great exodus of manufacturing jobs overseas is Machine Age. The great exodus of manufacturing jobs overseas is Machine Age. The great exodus of manufacturing jobs overseas is over.over.over.over.

Automation is bringing production home but not the jobs. And it Automation is bringing production home but not the jobs. And it Automation is bringing production home but not the jobs. And it Automation is bringing production home but not the jobs. And it is now moving is now moving is now moving is now moving 

beyond the world of physical workers to devour the jobs that nevbeyond the world of physical workers to devour the jobs that nevbeyond the world of physical workers to devour the jobs that nevbeyond the world of physical workers to devour the jobs that never left, namely er left, namely er left, namely er left, namely 

those of the knowledge workers. those of the knowledge workers. those of the knowledge workers. those of the knowledge workers. 



The most important two questions troubling Americans are:The most important two questions troubling Americans are:The most important two questions troubling Americans are:The most important two questions troubling Americans are:

•What will the worker of the future do that enables him/her What will the worker of the future do that enables him/her What will the worker of the future do that enables him/her What will the worker of the future do that enables him/her 

to consume the goods and services produced by an to consume the goods and services produced by an to consume the goods and services produced by an to consume the goods and services produced by an 

increasingly automated system funded by capital whose increasingly automated system funded by capital whose increasingly automated system funded by capital whose increasingly automated system funded by capital whose 

ownership is concentrated in the hands of less than 0.1% ownership is concentrated in the hands of less than 0.1% ownership is concentrated in the hands of less than 0.1% ownership is concentrated in the hands of less than 0.1% 

of the population?of the population?of the population?of the population?

•How will the benefits of workerless automated production How will the benefits of workerless automated production How will the benefits of workerless automated production How will the benefits of workerless automated production 

be transferred to the biggest ever emerging retiree be transferred to the biggest ever emerging retiree be transferred to the biggest ever emerging retiree be transferred to the biggest ever emerging retiree 

generation with the greatest longevity expectations in the generation with the greatest longevity expectations in the generation with the greatest longevity expectations in the generation with the greatest longevity expectations in the 

history of mankind?history of mankind?history of mankind?history of mankind?



The The The The 

Republicans Republicans Republicans Republicans 

did not did not did not did not 

receive a receive a receive a receive a 

mandate for mandate for mandate for mandate for 

all the bad all the bad all the bad all the bad 

and stupid and stupid and stupid and stupid 

things things things things 

Trump Trump Trump Trump 

promised.promised.promised.promised.



It was a protest vote that destroyed a It was a protest vote that destroyed a It was a protest vote that destroyed a It was a protest vote that destroyed a 

two party system dedicated to an elite.two party system dedicated to an elite.two party system dedicated to an elite.two party system dedicated to an elite.



Trump is in a unique position to  secure a Trump is in a unique position to  secure a Trump is in a unique position to  secure a Trump is in a unique position to  secure a 

positive or negative chapter in the history books.positive or negative chapter in the history books.positive or negative chapter in the history books.positive or negative chapter in the history books.



The Four Core Resource Sector NarrativesThe Four Core Resource Sector NarrativesThe Four Core Resource Sector NarrativesThe Four Core Resource Sector Narratives

Commodity awakening, Security of Supply poised, Gold Bug imminenCommodity awakening, Security of Supply poised, Gold Bug imminenCommodity awakening, Security of Supply poised, Gold Bug imminenCommodity awakening, Security of Supply poised, Gold Bug imminent, Discovery emergingt, Discovery emergingt, Discovery emergingt, Discovery emerging

Commodity Commodity Commodity Commodity 

CycleCycleCycleCycle Gold BugGold BugGold BugGold Bug

Security of Security of Security of Security of 

SupplySupplySupplySupply

Discovery Discovery Discovery Discovery 

ExplorationExplorationExplorationExploration





The The The The 

Commodity Commodity Commodity Commodity 

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

Narrative Narrative Narrative Narrative 

and its and its and its and its 

SuperSuperSuperSuper----Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

Variation Variation Variation Variation ––––

India cannot India cannot India cannot India cannot 

hit a tipping hit a tipping hit a tipping hit a tipping 

point until point until point until point until 

beyond beyond beyond beyond 

2020202020202020



Security of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply Narratives

• Geopolitical supply disruptions

• Transportation supply disruptions

• Deposit depletion 

• Policy Demand Drivers 

• Policy Supply Disrupters

• Usage Innovation

• Process Innovation

• Functionality innovation 

• Fashion Trends

This will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capitThis will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capitThis will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capitThis will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capital!al!al!al!



ChinaChinaChinaChina’’’’s Environmental s Environmental s Environmental s Environmental 

AwakeningAwakeningAwakeningAwakening

Environmental Policy as Supply DisrupterEnvironmental Policy as Supply DisrupterEnvironmental Policy as Supply DisrupterEnvironmental Policy as Supply Disrupter









The greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metal prices l prices l prices l prices 

lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife, infrastructure infrastructure infrastructure infrastructure 

failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrendsuptrendsuptrendsuptrends will be metal will be metal will be metal will be metal 

specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on ““““safesafesafesafe”””” jurisdictions.jurisdictions.jurisdictions.jurisdictions.

Random segments of the 

cost curve go offline?

Obvious supply 

surplus road-kill



If we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of globIf we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of globIf we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of globIf we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of global GDP represents the degree al GDP represents the degree al GDP represents the degree al GDP represents the degree 

of uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should delof uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should delof uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should delof uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should deliver $1,500 gold in real price iver $1,500 gold in real price iver $1,500 gold in real price iver $1,500 gold in real price 

terms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level ofterms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level ofterms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level ofterms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level of anxiety as in 1980 when gold anxiety as in 1980 when gold anxiety as in 1980 when gold anxiety as in 1980 when gold 

peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3,500 by 2020. Does  ,500 by 2020. Does  ,500 by 2020. Does  ,500 by 2020. Does  

Donald Trump as President make you feel calm about the future?Donald Trump as President make you feel calm about the future?Donald Trump as President make you feel calm about the future?Donald Trump as President make you feel calm about the future?



OptionalityOptionalityOptionalityOptionality Plays: bet on higher real gold prices Plays: bet on higher real gold prices Plays: bet on higher real gold prices Plays: bet on higher real gold prices 

by buying juniors with gold projects that will not by buying juniors with gold projects that will not by buying juniors with gold projects that will not by buying juniors with gold projects that will not 

be developed at the current gold price and thus be developed at the current gold price and thus be developed at the current gold price and thus be developed at the current gold price and thus 

are intrinsically worthless though not free.are intrinsically worthless though not free.are intrinsically worthless though not free.are intrinsically worthless though not free.



Discovery Exploration: an alternative to Discovery Exploration: an alternative to Discovery Exploration: an alternative to Discovery Exploration: an alternative to optionalityoptionalityoptionalityoptionality gamblinggamblinggamblinggambling

1)1)1)1) grassroots explorationgrassroots explorationgrassroots explorationgrassroots exploration

2)2)2)2) applying new exploration methodsapplying new exploration methodsapplying new exploration methodsapplying new exploration methods

3)3)3)3) rethinking existing systemsrethinking existing systemsrethinking existing systemsrethinking existing systems

Exploring for deposits Exploring for deposits Exploring for deposits Exploring for deposits 

that are economic at the that are economic at the that are economic at the that are economic at the 

metal prices we have.metal prices we have.metal prices we have.metal prices we have.



Discovery Exploration does not need a higher metal price to Discovery Exploration does not need a higher metal price to Discovery Exploration does not need a higher metal price to Discovery Exploration does not need a higher metal price to 

deliver spectacular gains!deliver spectacular gains!deliver spectacular gains!deliver spectacular gains!



Scandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decadeScandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decadeScandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decadeScandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decade????

• Perfect aluminum alloyPerfect aluminum alloyPerfect aluminum alloyPerfect aluminum alloy

• Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable 
weld joints, 3D printableweld joints, 3D printableweld joints, 3D printableweld joints, 3D printable

• Historically available only as nonHistorically available only as nonHistorically available only as nonHistorically available only as non----
scalable byscalable byscalable byscalable by----product from uranium ISL, product from uranium ISL, product from uranium ISL, product from uranium ISL, 
rare earth mines and titanium dioxide rare earth mines and titanium dioxide rare earth mines and titanium dioxide rare earth mines and titanium dioxide 
waste streamswaste streamswaste streamswaste streams









Two Membership Packages: SVH and KROTwo Membership Packages: SVH and KROTwo Membership Packages: SVH and KROTwo Membership Packages: SVH and KRO

Spec Value Hunter: $250/yrSpec Value Hunter: $250/yrSpec Value Hunter: $250/yrSpec Value Hunter: $250/yr KRO: $250/90 days or $800/yrKRO: $250/90 days or $800/yrKRO: $250/90 days or $800/yrKRO: $250/90 days or $800/yr
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Being way ahead of the curve is no fun but there is nothing Being way ahead of the curve is no fun but there is nothing Being way ahead of the curve is no fun but there is nothing Being way ahead of the curve is no fun but there is nothing 

like already being on board when the breakout happens!like already being on board when the breakout happens!like already being on board when the breakout happens!like already being on board when the breakout happens!


